Leading Like a Methodist
Intercultural Perspectives

15 and 16 October 2021

An international symposium by zoom and in person for leaders in education, in the church and in public life.
What does it mean to lead like a Methodist? How do we form ethical leaders for the public life? What kind of leadership does the global church need in the 21st century?

You are invited to join with Methodist and Wesleyan leaders and scholars from around the world to debate these questions and work together on what it means to lead and form leaders in our multiple contexts today. Focusing in turn on leading in public life, in the church and in education, scholars and practitioners from different continents will share experiences of peace-making in war torn countries, of decolonizing curriculum in the global south, of leading the church through conflict and change, and of pioneering new forms of ministry.

In small groups we will reflect together on the theological principles of the Methodist heritage with the aim of learning from one another and from our shared history as we face the challenges of leadership in our own roles and contexts today, identifying topics and projects of common interest that can support leaders and the formation of leaders into the future.

Register now
Leading in Public Life
Friday 15 October 2021 11am (UK)
Zoom seminar

Leading Like a Methodist in Public Life will bring together an international panel of theologians and church practitioners working at the interface of church life and public life. From the perspectives of public theology and church ministry for social justice and peace our panel will explore what leadership in public life is called to and where the church can contribute to the common good for all through principled leadership.

Register now

Leading the Church
Friday 15 October 2021 4pm (UK)
Zoom seminar
Focusing attention on the critical questions facing church leaders today. A panel representing multiple global contexts will share insights from their experience as scholars and practitioners, offering insight into the Wesleyan resources and ways of being, knowing, and doing that bear on the array of challenges the church now faces.

Register Now

Leading in Education
Saturday 16 October 2021 10am (UK)
Zoom seminar
A panel of global practitioner-scholars from every level will discuss the future of Methodist education. From the Methodist schools of the UK to Kenya Methodist University to Leonard Theological College in India, Methodist education faces both common and unique challenges in diverse settings. This conversation will seek to identify what it means to carry forward the Wesleyan educational legacy into the future in a way that attends to the particular cultural contexts of a world facing a host of shared crises.

**Register Now**

**Keynote Address**

*Saturday 16 October 2021 3pm (UK)*

Zoom and streamed to Wesley Church, Cambridge
In a world faced by the many ethical, cultural and economic challenges of globalisation, indigenisation and decolonisation, Greg will reflect on what it means as Christians in the Wesleyan tradition to be leaders who are contextual, connexional, and collaborate, embracing the leadership values of faithful imaginatio, intercultural mindfulness, and “traditional innovation”.

For those that are able to join us at Wesley Methodist Church in Cambridge for the broadcast the streamed lecture will be followed by tea and finishing with an act of worship.

Register Now

These events are FREE. Please support the work of Wesley House and events such as these with a contribution to our Centenary Appeal. Visit www.supportwesley.com

Donate Now